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Funding: 18 grants (including 3 NIH RO1s, 1 NIH R21, 1 MURI), over $15M total
Publications: 84 peer-reviewed journal papers; h-index 36 (Google scholar)

microwaves

nsPEF

nsPEF  and electroporation  research is by far more interesting and rewarding
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Climbing the Megawatt-Per-Gram SAR Peak… and then Gigawatt-Per-Gram!

Dosep= SARp x τ

Dose = Dosep x n

ΔT = Dose/C

SARp = 1 MW/g
τ = 1 s, n=1
C=4.2 J/(g x oC)

ΔT=240,000 oC

(pulses usually are 10 ns - 10 µs)

Medical Radiology 
Research Center, Obninsk, 
Russia

National Research 
Council/McKesson, 
San Antonio, TX

FRRCBE ODU
Norfolk , VA

19941982 2005

microwaves

continuous

pulse-modulated

EHPP

nsPEF

SA
R

p
, W

/g

1 GW/g

1 MW/g

Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) is the 
rate of energy deposition into exposed object
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However, the effects we study are mostly non-thermal
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- Medical

- Tumor and tissue ablation 
(+ immunostimulation?)
- Irreversible electroporation (IRE)
- High-frequency irreversible 

electroporation (H-FIRE)
- Nanosecond pulse stimulation (NPS) 

- ElectroChemoTherapy (ECT)
- Bleomycin
- Cysplatin
- Ca2+

- Gene Electro Transfer (GET)
- Immunostimulation
- Immunization
- ?

- Adverse effects of
- Defibrillation
- Electrostimulation
- Electric trauma

Why do we care?

- Science

- Research for medical applications

- Transfection, gene delivery
- Electrostimulation
- Membrane biophysics
- Membrane repair
- Membrane nanopores
- Bioeffects of membrane disruption

- Industry

- Food processing
- Sterilization
- Extraction 

- Wine and juices
- Biofuels (extraction from algae)
- Prevention of biofouling
- ??



time: ms, μs, ns
voltage = V, kV, mv, MV

electric field = V/m, kV/cm…
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Pulsed Electric Field Generation and DeliveryBasics of electroporation 

Simplest case
V

_
+

E

E =  V/d
e.g., V= 1 kV, d= 1 cm, E=1 kV/cm

V

d

V



External and Internal Electric Fields
Basics of electroporation 
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Transmembrane electric field

Etm= 50 mV/ 5 nm = 50*10-3 / 5*10-9= 10 MV/m = 100 kV/cm

Do we need even higher external field to disrupt the membrane??

- NOT NECESSARILY!

V

_
+

E

d

E > 100 kV/cm

If d=1 cm,

V >  V*d = 100*1 > 100 kV!



Ee=  1 kV/cm

Membrane Charging by the External Field, or 
Maxwell-Wagner Polarization

Basics of electroporation 
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Membrane Charging by the External Field, or 
Maxwell-Wagner Polarization

Basics of electroporation 
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Ei= 0 when charges accumulated on two 
sides of the membrane fully compensate 
the external electric field, i.e. produce the 
same electric field in the opposite direction

Ee=  1 kV/cmApproximate calculation for steady-state conditions

Cell diameter d = 20 µm 
Ee = 1 kV/cm = 100 mV/µm = 2V/(20 µm)

moving charges inside the cell produced 2 V to compensate for 
external field. This is 1 V for each side of the membrane.

Induced transmembrane voltage (TMV) is 1 V
(~ 20 times higher than cell’s own TMV of ~50 mV – electroporation!)

Induced transmembrane electric field is: 1V/5 nm = 2000 kV/cm!

Maxwell-Wagner polarization helps to create very strong
transmembrane electric field with relatively weak external electric field 

Induced TMV ~ ½ *Ee*d

Higher Ee – more TMV, larger cells – more TMV



Long pulse
(target: cytoplasmic membrane)

We need higher voltage when pulses are shorter

Short pulse
(target: cell interior)
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Membrane Potential and

Charging Time Constant

Basics of electroporation 

~ 1 for long pulses (t>>τ)

0 for short pulses (t<<τ)

https://www.electronics-tutorials.ws/rc/rc_1.html



Charging of small and large vesicles (cells, organelles)
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Basics of electroporation 

Small vesicle: 

Small τ (will charge faster), but also small radius (will charge to lower potential)

Large vesicle: 

Large τ (will charge slowly), but large radius (will charge to higher potential)

Organelle (small)
τ = 10 µs
1 V max charge

Cell  (large)
τ = 50 µs
2 V max chargeUltra-short nanosecond pulses may 

charge and electroporate organelles 
(“small vesicles”) but spare cell 
membrane (“large vesicle”)

Intracellular manipulation!
??



- Cell swelling

- Cytoplasm granulation

- Nucleus visualization (DIC)

- Uptake of membrane- Yo-PRO-1

impermeable  dyes             PI

-Phosphatidylserine  
externalization

-nucleus condensation

sec:    0                  200s               400                600                 800              1000

0 s 1500 s

nsEP effects come in all shapes,

colors, and flavors

Part 2: Cellular Effects of Nanosecond Pulsed Electric Fields



bovine pulmonary endothelial cells (BPAE), 

from  2 min to 132 min after nsEP (20p, 300 ns, 20 Hz, 6 kV/cm on ITO coverslip)

blue: Hoechst  (nucleus marker) red: PI  cell membrane damage/death

Nanosecond EPs evoke fast and diverse cytophysiological effects



rounding
blebbing

dissolution of actin
pearling

If you hit cells hard enough, you find changes in 
any endpoint studied

mechanisms and implications? 

Nanosecond EPs evoke fast and diverse cytophysiological effects



- known for decades

- principal effect:

➢ change of plasma membrane potential

Based on: (a) electrical circuit modeling, and (b) lack of propidium uptake, nsEP bioeffects 
were thought to be primarily intracellular

However, there are smaller pores not permeable topropidium

“Regular” (Long) Electric Pulses versus   Nanosecond Electric Pulses (nsEP)

propidium uptake

introduced  in late 1990th:

➢ can penetrate through cell plasma membrane

➢ can affect organelles inside the cell 

A BA B

(micro- and millisecond duration)

necrotic/apoptotic cell death,  DNA damage, 
liposome / vesicle permeabilization, Ca2+ bursts, 
phosphatidylserine externalization, …

- electrostimulation

- electroporation of plasma membrane

◆ formation of lipid pores due to dielectric breakdown

(electropermeabilization)

no propidium uptake

BIOEFFECTS oF ELECTRIC PULSES



Cellular Effects of Nanosecond Pulsed Electric Fields

Climbing to even higher SARp : 9 kV/cm  ~ 1 MW/g    50 kV/cm  ~ 30 MW/g    300 kV/cm ~ 1.1 GW/g        (10 Ohm)

Still, the effects are primarily non-thermal !

~ 250,000,000 oC/sec

Pre-2006 nsPEF studies: Intracellular effects exclusively:

“Pulsed cells maintain cytoplasmic membrane integrity, blocking propidium iodide and Trypan blue. Indicators of apoptosis-caspase 
activation … appear in nanoelectropulsed cells at later times.”

“As the pulse duration is decreased below the plasma membrane charging time constant, plasma membrane effects decrease and 
intracellular effects predominate. NsPEFs induced apoptosis and caspase activation”

Post-2006 nsPEF studies: Plasma membrane permeabilization[1-5]
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021904 (2006).
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field (nsPEF), Bioelectromagnetics, 28 (2007) 655-663.
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Archives of Biochemistry and Biophysics, 465 (2007) 109-118.
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stimulation
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responses

water uptake

small solutes 

uptake/loss

cytosolic Ca2+   

other effects, ROS formation
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depolarization

intracellular poration

cytophysiological effects
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NsEP exposure is a convenient way of creating a “pure” nanopore population, but 
findings with nsEP-opened nanopores will likely apply to nanopores created by 
other means. 

Plasma membrane pores opened by nsEP are long-lasting and 
display unique properties which distinguish them from both 

“conventional” electropores and classic ion channels (?)

These pores were termed “nanopores” or “nanoelectropores” to emphasize:

(a) Smaller size, ~1-2 nm (versus 1-100 nm for “conventional” pores) –
hence, nanopores can be regarded as the smallest subpopulation 

of “conventional” pores

(b) Their opening by nanosecond pulses

however, nsEP exposure probably is not a unique way of nanopore opening:

- nanopores could be an early stage of larger electropores

- nanopores could be a late (“shrunk”) stage of larger electropores

- nanopores can probably be created by non-electrical stimuli



Exposure of individual cells to 60-ns high-voltage pulsesOur first set-up for nanopore studies
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Nanopore detection:

• Differential uptake of fluorescent dyes and ions 

• Leakage of small intracellular solutes (K+, ATP)

• Water uptake and change in cell volume

• Phosphatidylserine (PS) externalization (?)

• Patch-clamp measurements of nanopore currents

Major Primary Effect of nsEP:

Opening of small but stable pores in cell plasma membrane

0 1 2 3nanometers

0

1

2

YO-PRO-1

Thallium

Propidium

Tl+ , Na+, Ca2+

Yo-PRO-1, Propidium

Pore diameter, as estimated by different

methods, is ~ 1-1.5 nm 

(hence “nanopores”)

0 1 2 3nanometers

0

1

2

YO-PRO-1

Thallium

Propidium

Thallium Calcium



- Cells are loaded with a Tl+-sensitive fluorophore and placed 
in a Tl+ - containing buffer

- Tl+ uptake serves as a marker for membrane permeabilization

600-ns pulse

10.2 kV/cm

at 40 s

van der Waals diameter 
of Tl+ is 0.392 nm

Hence, pores open by nsEP

are larger than ~ 0.4 nm

nsEP-induced Tl+ uptake

Tl+ is completely alien to living cells, hence:

- it must enter from outside  (there is no Tl+ in cells)  
- even minute uptake of Tl+ can be detected

Microscope-based nsPEF exposure set-up
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NsEP-induced Tl+ Uptake: 2D Timelapse Intensity Plot

CHO_340V_FBB_Jan28-exp.03BCHO; 1p, 600 ns,10.2 kV/cm at 40 s



Differential uptake of Tl+, 

but not propidium after nsEP

Tl+ uptake

Tl+ uptake

propidium uptake

propidium uptake
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Tl+-FluxOR

propidium

DIC

0 100 200 300 400sec

 1p  x  600 ns
11 kV/cm

 10p  x  600 ns
11 kV/cm

FBB+30 ug/ml PI    11-03-2009__Angela Tl and PI DEMOs  The bar is 3.3 um.  F:\ExpData\Angela_Tl__2009\2009__11_Tl_PI_YoPRO_multiple_exposures_for_DEMOs_CHO\Demo 3__ single cell PI with TI CHO FBB\DEMO-kymograph.grf

Differential uptake of Tl+, but not propidium after nsEP
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If a pore is permeable to Tl+, but not to 
propidium, then its diameter is >0.4 nm, 
but  <1.5 nm

Detection of Ca2+ uptake: About the same 
sensitivity as Tl+ .  (Much) more about it later.



Yo-PRO-1

propidium

DIC

0 200 400 600sec

 1p  x  600 ns
11 kV/cm

 10p  x  600 ns
11 kV/cm

 20p  x  600 ns
11 kV/cm

1 pulse at 90 s, 10 pulses, ~2 Hz at 215 s, 20 pulses, ~2 Hz at 460 s  all pulses 600 ns, 11,5 kV/cm         FBB+30 ug/ml PI+5 ug/ml Yo-PRO-1             11-06-2009__Angela DEMO #7

The bar is 6.6 um sensitivity was very high (correctly) on both channels F:\ExpData\DATA_raw\d_Angela_Tl__2009__TlCl\d_2009__11_Tl_PI_YoPRO_multiple_exposures_for_DEMOs_CHO\Demo 7 Yo PRo 1 and PI Group cells HB1

Yo-Pro-1 is smaller than propidium and shows higher nanopore permeability

van der Waals dimensions 

Propidium: 1.45 x 1.27 x 1.15 nm           Yo-Pro-1: 1.52 x 0.94 x 0.43 nm 
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true thresholds depend on detector 
sensitivity and are difficult to quantify



Probing nanopore resealing time 

CHO cells
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Resealing of nanopores 
at room temperature 
takes minutes

by delayed uptake

of  YO-PRO-1
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by delayed uptake of Tl+
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Transmembrane exchange of small solutes and water :

Donnan-type colloid osmotic change in cell volume
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Cell swelling and blebbing are among the most commonly 
observed effects of either nano- or conventional 
electroporation… 

… but their mechanisms are rarely discussed

GH3 cells in a “typical” bath buffer
with Propidium dye

10p x 600 ns, 2.2 kV/cm, from 20 to 25 s

CHO 
50s: 80p; 300s: 20p 
11 kV/cm, 20 Hz, 60 ns



“Simple” blebs initiated by nsEP exposure

33



5 µm

Not just OSMOTIC but COLLOID-OSMOTIC effect:

Swelling and shrinking in solutions of the SAME osmolarity

5p x 600ns
6.2 kV/cm, 1 Hz
at 75 sec

PEG 4000 buffer

NaCl            40
KCl              5
MgCl2 4
HEPES         3
Glucose     10
Na-EGTA    2
PEG 4000  26
(290 mOsm/kg)

5p x 600ns
6.2 kV/cm, 1 Hz
at 75 sec

NaCl buffer

NaCl           140
KCl              5
MgCl2 4
HEPES        3
Glucose    10

Na-EGTA 2
(290 mOsm/kg)



EP-induced cell volume changes: Donnan-type colloid osmotic mechanism



Different sugars attenuate cell swelling and revert it to shrinking,
proportionally to molecular size 

MW 152 194                       182                      342
Min. Diameter, nm 0.68 0.68                      0.78                     0.88

SucroseMannitol Methyl--
D-glucoside

AdonitolNaCl
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5 p x 600 ns, 6.6 kV/cm, 1 Hz at 75 sec

Nesin et al., BBA – Biomembranes 2011, 1808, 792–801



- nsEP triggers cell volume changes, 
due to Donnan-type colloid osmotic mechanism

- the rate and direction of volume changes (swelling or shrinking) 
can be manipulated by replacement of small solutes with larger solutes

-the maximum “effective” diameter of nsEP-opened pores was estimated at  
<0.9 nm (sucrose) or <1.24 nm (PEG 400)   (5p  x  600 ns, 6.6 kV/cm  or 50p  x  60 ns, 12.5-13.3 kV/cm)

- pore diameter may increase at higher nsEP amplitudes



Patch-clamp: a breakthrough in studying transmembrane currents

1991 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine 

Erwin Neher and Bert Sakmann

… Their major discovery -- a way to record and 

observe the ion channels or tunnel-like 

passageways from the inside to the outside of a 

cell...

cell

pipette
(in-solution)

out-solution (bath)

cell

pipette
(in-solution)

out-solution (bath)

cell-attached:
gigaseal formation

suction

cell

pipette
(in-solution)

out-solution (bath)

whole-cell
configuration

Exploring functional properties of nanopores with patch clamp



Basic I-V relationship (voltage-clamp, whole-cell)

(Ohm’s law)

apply:

measure:

Sign convention:  Negative current is for the inward flow of cations



Uneven ion distributions and equilibrium potentials 

(Ei, mV)     

All known cells have different inside and outside 

ion concentrations, resulting in electrochemical 

membrane potentials

inside
mM

outside
mM

K+

Na+

130 6

14010

 EK = -80 mV 

 ENa = +70 mV 

pA

mV

-80 70

 IK  INa 

All known cells,  at a steady state,  have higher permeability to K+

and negative resting MP of -30 to -80 mV    (negativity inside the cell)
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 no voltage-gated currents  
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 GH3 cells: 
 passive + voltage-gated K currents  
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 HeLa cells: 
 no voltage-gated currents  
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  voltage-gated K currents  

pA pA

mV mV

  passive (leak) 

Most mammalian cells display 

voltage-activated outward K+ currents



Voltage-activated inward Na+ and Ca2+ currents 

-80 -40 0 40 80

-500

0

500

pA

mV

-80 -40 0 40 80

-500

0

500

pA

mV

-80 -40 0 40 80

-500

0

500

  voltage-gated 
  Na current  

pA

mV

- at MP > -30 mV, Na+ channels 

gradually activate (open) 

- hence, Na+ ions rush into the 

cell, down the concentration 

gradient

- as MP increases, it nears the 

equilibrium potential for Na+

(ENa, 50-80 mV)

- inward Na+ current decreases 

to zero at ENa (ion channels are 

open, but the driving force is zero)

Ca2+ currents:

I-V is essentially similar, but 

currents have different kinetics of 

activation and inactivation



symmetrical 140 Cs-Acetate, 5 Cs-EGTA, 4 MgCl2, 10 HEPES (pH 7.2)

conductance was calculated from the step voltage to zero   
2008_01_28_c9_40V_IVs__02

20 s before nsEP

10 s after 1p x 600 ns, 
2.4 kV/cm

Principal electrical properties of nanoelectropores:

- enhancement of inward current  (inward rectification)
- voltage sensitivity of the  nanopore conductance

GH3 cell
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after one 600-ns pulse at 1.6 kV/cm
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 GH3 cell, symmetrical K-Acetate solution 

2008_01_26_c6

Inward rectification and slow, gradual resealing of pores

GH3 cell, 
symm. K-Acetate
solutions

Huge increase 
of current 
fluctuations 
while voltage 
is held 
constant

symmetrical 140 K-Acetate, 5 K-EGTA, 4 MgCl2, 10 HEPES (pH 7.2)
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Small pores (impermeable to propidium) have inward rectification

Larger pores (permeable to propidium) loose inward rectification!
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mV

nA

 50 sec  40 sec  30 sec 

anodic pole cathodic pole

_

+

-20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50sec 2.4 kV/cm 

symmetrical 140 Cs-Acetate, 5 K-EGTA, 4 MgCl2, 10 HEPES (pH 7.2)
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1p x 600-ns, 2.4 kV/cm at 20 s



Nanopores are ion-selective

Er

Er (K+) =   - 41 mV

Er (Acet-) = + 41 mV

150 mM KAcet

30 mM KAcet
(+ sucrose)

Er

-50 50

-50

50

Im at 10 s after 1 p x 600 n x 2.4 kV/cm

minus
Im immediately before nsEP

pA

mV

EK+ 

(-41 mV)

EAcet- 

(+41 mV)

Er 

(-25 mV)

-50 50

-50

50

Im at 10, 60, 0r 160 s after 1 p x 600 n x 2.4 kV/cm

minus
Im immediately before nsEP

160 s

  60 s

  10 s

pA

mV

EK+ 

(-41 mV)

EAcet- 

(+41 mV)

Er 

(-25 mV)

   The Er of -25 mV corresponds to 

  ~5-fold higher permeability for K+ 

  relative permeability of nanopores 
  does not change during recovery

CHO
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Nanopores are cation-selective

➢ K+ is the most permeable ion
(however, data could be biased by nsEP effect on K channels)

➢ Large cations like TMA+, TEA+, NMDG+ are able to pass through the pores 
(they are roughly 2-fold smaller than propidium )

➢ Cl- is the least permeable ion, despite its high mobility
(same applies to other anions – data not shown,)

GH3

9876543

van der Waals diameter or molecular size, A

0.1

1

0.2

0.5

p
e
rm

e
a
b
ili

ty
 r

a
ti
o
 t
o
 K

+

one 600-ns pulse:

  2.4 kV/cm 

   4.8 kV/cm 

Li+

Na+

Rb+

K+

Cs+

TMA+
NMDG+

TEA+

Cl-
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-40

-30

-40

-30

-40

-30

20 ms

pA

-------  before exposure
------ 15 s after a pulse (600-ns, 1.6 kV/cm)

GH3, outside-out patch 
symm. Cs-Acetate
holding:  -100 mV

0

10

20

pA

current of an authentic single channel
delayed rectifier-type K+ channel, PC12 cell, holding at +80 mV 2008_01_29_c7

2006_07_12_f13

NsEP increases electrical “noise” of the plasma membrane, particularly 
at negative voltages

In a small excised membrane patch, one can (supposedly) resolve currents of individual nanopores 
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➢ nsEP opens small, but stable plasma membrane 

pores

➢ Detectable pores are > 0.4 nm, but < 1-1.5 nm 

(hence “nanopores”) 

➢ Complex behaviors of nanopores distinguish 

them from larger (“conventional”) electropores

➢ Nanopores appear adequately equipped for 

certain complex functions that are traditionally 

ascribed to classic ion channels 

➢ Nanopores may constitute an ion transport 

pathway that supplement classic ion channels 

but is distinctly different from them

as of July 2010 2010, book 

chapter
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➢ nsEP opens small, but stable plasma membrane 
pores

➢ Detectable pores are > 0.4 nm, but < 1-1.5 nm 
(hence “nanopores”) 

➢ Complex behaviors of nanopores distinguish 
them from larger (“conventional”) electropores

➢ Nanopores appear adequately equipped for 
certain complex functions that are traditionally 
ascribed to classic ion channels 

➢ Nanopores may constitute an ion transport 
pathway that supplement classic ion channels 
but is distinctly different from them

as of July 2010 2010, book chapter

as of March 2018

- nanopores are endogenous channels
- larger pores are damaged channels

Synthetic theory 
of nanoelectroporation and bipolar cancellation
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nsEP effect on cytosolic Ca2+

http://physiologyonline.physiology.org/content/nips/30/1/17/F2.large.jpg

- Cytosolic [Ca2+] is a ubiquitous and versatile 

intracellular signal

- This versatility is exploited to control processes as 

diverse as fertilization, proliferation, development, 

learning and memory, contraction and secretion…

- and it must be accomplished within the context of 

calcium being highly toxic.

- cells at rest have [Ca2+]cyt of 100 nM but are 

activated when this level rises to roughly 1000 nM

Berridge MJ, Lipp P, Bootman MD.
Nat Rev Mol Cell Biol. 2000 Oct;1(1):11-21.
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Ca2+ mobilization by nsPEF and downstream activation of cell functions

- Cytosolic [Ca2+] is a ubiquitous and versatile intracellular signal

- This versatility is exploited to control processes as diverse as fertilization, 

proliferation, development, learning and memory, contraction and 

secretion…

- cells at rest have [Ca2+]cyt of 100 nM but are activated when this level 

rises to roughly 1000 nM

Berridge MJ, Lipp P, Bootman MD.
Nat Rev Mol Cell Biol. 2000 Oct;1(1):11-21.
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Ca2+ mobilization by nsPEF and downstream activation of cell functions

nsEP

cell membrane

disruption

(nanoporation)

stimulation

resealing, repair

complex

behavioral and 

physiological 

responses

water uptake

small solutes 

uptake/loss

cytosolic Ca2+   

other effects, ROS formation

necrotic death

apoptotic death

depolarization

intracellular poration

cytophysiological effects

39

min

[C
a2

+
],

 µ
M

if the total exceeds ~200 nM

Ca2+-induced Ca2+ release (CICR) 

dual effect  of nsEP:

Ca2+ uptake from the outside and Ca2+ release from ER



CICR positive feedback loop: Amplification of Ca2+ signal

external Ca2+

uptake

activate PLC PIP2

IP3

Ca2+ removal

nsEP

activate IP3R
Ca2+ release 

from ER

increase of cytosolic Ca2+

PIP2:   phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate
IP3:     inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate
IP3R:  inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate receptor
PLC:   phospholipase C

CICR

10x zoom



CICR positive feedback loop: Amplification of Ca2+ signal

external Ca2+

uptake

activate PLC PIP2

IP3

Ca2+ removal

nsEP

activate IP3R
Ca2+ release 

from ER

increase of cytosolic Ca2+

thapsigargin 



CICR positive feedback loop: Amplification of Ca2+ signal

external Ca2+

uptake

activate PLC PIP2

IP3

Ca2+ removal

nsEP

activate IP3R
Ca2+ release 

from ER

increase of cytosolic Ca2+

2-APB



CICR positive feedback loop: Amplification of Ca2+ signal

external Ca2+

uptake

activate PLC PIP2

IP3

Ca2+ removal

nsEP

activate IP3R
Ca2+ release 

from ER

increase of cytosolic Ca2+

2-APB



nsEP can activate Ca2+ in any type of cells – even in those which do not want to be activated

➢ Cells without Ca channels

➢ Cells which stopped expressing surface receptors

➢ Cells which no longer want to perform their function

➢ Cells which are dormant for whatever reason

➢ …

Once CICR is activated, it does not matter anymore what stimusus caused initial Ca2+ activation



nsEP

cell membrane

disruption

(nanoporation)

stimulation

resealing, repair

cytosolic Ca2+   

other effects, ROS formation

necrotic death

apoptotic death

depolarization

intracellular poration

cytophysiological effects

small solutes 
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water uptake

complex
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responses

F:\ExpData_2012\AP\05_2012_AP_Lact and Annexin\DEMOs\DIC DEMO for 2 mM Ca_c5_buffer change_2012-05-23 12.20.080005(1).oib

F:\ExpData_2012\AP\05_2012_AP_Lact and Annexin\DEMOs\DIC DEMO for ZERO Ca_c3_2exp_at28s_and530s_2012-05-23 11.47.300003(1).oib

Ambient Ca2+ increases cell damage and death after nsEP

600 ns x 24p 

2 Hz, 13 kV/cm, 28-40s

2 mM 
Ca2+

0 mM 
Ca2+



What is the utility of nsPEF for cancer ablation?

- nsPEF is a new modality

- Is nsPEF is any better (or any different) 

for cancer killing then conventional IRE?

- are there any differences in nsEP susceptibility 

for different cell types? Why?

- Is nsPEF selective against cancer cells? 

if “yes” – which particular cancers?

- Does the susceptibility to injury and death by nsPEF 

depend on pulse parameters? How?

What are the mechanisms of cell death?

- How to choose the optimal nsPEF parameters to kill a specific tumor type?

Adenocarcinoma

DIC YO-PRO-1 PI



Electrosensitization and delayed 
hypersensitivity to nsPEF

Mechanisms of cell killing by nanosecond electric pulses

➢ Tumor ablation by nsPEF is most close to clinical trials

➢ Focus: 

- mechanisms of cell killing by nsPEF

- selective killing by nsPEF and what determines cell sensitivity

- deliberate manipulation of cell sensitivity

Balance of 

necrosis and 

apoptosis

Colloid-osmotic 

swelling in nsPEF-

induced cell death

Ca2+ in nsPEF-

induced cell death

Role of pulse duration 

and nsPEF dose

Nanopore evolution 

and cell death

Selective susceptibility to nsPEF 

Manipulation of nsPEF sensitivity 
by physical and chemical factors

CHO cells, 0 mM Ca2+ , 2  to 136 min after 

20p, 300 ns, 20 Hz, 1.8 kV/cm

Propidium

(nuclei of

dead cells)

Oxidative effects of 

nsPEF and cell death

Scramblase TMEM16F and nsPEF cytotoxicity

Hoechst

(nuclei of 

live cells)

61



Electrosensitization and delayed 
hypersensitivity to nsPEF

Mechanisms of cell killing by nanosecond electric pulses

➢ Tumor ablation by nsPEF is most close to clinical trials

➢ Focus: 

- mechanisms of cell killing by nsPEF

- selective killing by nsPEF and what determines cell sensitivity

- deliberate manipulation of cell sensitivity

Balance of 

necrosis and 

apoptosis

Colloid-osmotic 

swelling in nsPEF-

induced cell death

Ca2+ in nsPEF-

induced cell death

Role of pulse duration 

and nsPEF dose

Nanopore evolution 

and cell death

Selective susceptibility to nsPEF 

Manipulation of nsPEF sensitivity 
by physical and chemical factors

Oxidative effects of 

nsPEF and cell death

Scramblase TMEM16F and nsPEF cytotoxicity62

Propidium

(nuclei of

dead cells)

Hoechst

(nuclei of 

live cells)

CHO cells, 0 mM Ca2+ , 2  to 136 min after 

20p, 300 ns, 20 Hz, 1.8 kV/cm



Ambient Ca2+ and the point of no return:

delayed opening of large irreparable pores (= cell death)

bovine pulmonary endothelial cells (BPAE), 

from  2 min to 132 min after nsEP (20p, 300 ns, 20 Hz, 6 kV/cm on ITO coverslip)

red: PI  cell membrane damage/death



Pakhomova ON, Gregory B, 

Semenov I, Pakhomov AG.

Calcium-mediated pore 

expansion and cell death 

following 

nanoelectroporation.

Biochim Biophys Acta. 2014 

Oct;1838(10):2547-54.

Ambient Ca2+ and the point of no return:

delayed opening of large irreparable pores (= cell death)



Survival analysis by Pr uptake and time-lapse imaging

BPAE cells,  2  to 93 min after 20p, 300 ns, 20 Hz, 1.8 kV/cm

Hoechst

(nuclei of 

live cells)

Propidium

(nuclei of

dead cells)

2 mM Ca2+



Survival analysis by Pr uptake and time-lapse imaging

protection by 2 mM Gd3+

BPAE cells,  2  to 93 min after 20p, 300 ns, 20 Hz, 1.8 kV/cm

Hoechst

(nuclei of 

live cells)

Propidium

(nuclei of

dead cells)

2 mM Ca2+

at exposure

2 mM Ca2+

0.5 mM Gd3+

after exposure



Survival analysis by Pr uptake and time-lapse imaging

“contagious” cell death in the presence of 50 µM Gd3+

BPAE cells,  2  to 93 min after 20p, 300 ns, 20 Hz, 1.8 kV/cm

YO-PRO-1

(permeabilized

cells)

Propidium

(nuclei of

dead cells)

2 mM Ca2+

0.05 mM Gd3+



Great benefit of ITO coverslips: rapid and non-disruptive change of media

Protective effect of Gd3+: When does it happen? and how long does it last? 

BPAE C49, 50, 52

0Ca2+  → 0Ca2+ 0Ca2+  → (0Ca2+, 0.5 Gd3+) (0Ca2+, 0.5 Gd3+) → 0 

Ca2+

Incubation with Gd3+ after nsEP 

exposure prevents YO-PRO-1 

and Propidium uptake

YO-PRO-1

(permeabilized

cells)

Propidium

(nuclei of

dead cells)

Hoechst

(nuclei of 

live cells)

media were switched in ~ 30 s after nsEP exposure

However, Gd3+ presence 

during nsEP exposure is not 

enough to protect cells

images taken at 85 min after nsEP exposure

Gianulis and Pakhomov, Gadolinium modifies the 

cell membrane to inhibit permeabilization by 

nanosecond electric pulses,  

Arch Biochem Biophys 2015;570:1-7



Electrosensitization and delayed hypersensitivity to nsPEF

Long inter-pulse 
intervals and/or 
long treatments: 

Electrosensitization!

Inter-pulse-interval, seconds

ef
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h
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t,

 %

Propidium uptake caused by the 2nd pulse,

(% to the effect of the 1st pulse)

The 2nd train is 6-fold 

more efficient 

than the 1st one!

Pr uptake, U937

2 min interval 

between trains

300 ns, 9 kV/cm

2
n
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n
 v

s 
1

st
tr

ai
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%

e
ff

e
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t

time 300 ns 600 V 50 Hz, KLN205

200p
100p+100p
(100-s wait)

0.5 mm

Ablation zone, Pr uptake

Jensen SD, Khorokhorina VA, Muratori C, Pakhomov AG, Pakhomova ON.

Delayed hypersensitivity to nanosecond pulsed electric field in electroporated cells. 

Sci Rep. 2017 Sep 8;7(1):10992

Muratori C, Pakhomov AG, Xiao S, Pakhomova ON. Electrosensitization assists 

cell ablation by nanosecond pulsed electric field in 3D cultures. 

Sci Rep. 2016 Mar 18;6:23225.

Pakhomova ON, Gregory BW, Pakhomov AG. Facilitation of electroporative drug 

uptake and cell killing by electrosensitization. J. Cell. Mol. Med. 2013;17(1):154-9

Pakhomova ON, Gregory BW, Khorokhorina VA, Bowman AM, Xiao S, and 

Pakhomov AG. Electroporation-induced electrosensitization. 

PLoS One. 2011 Feb 9;6(2):e17100.

Mechanism: 

biological, not known
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Different human cell lines have VERY different susceptibility to killing by nsPEF

same conditions

same protocol 

same timing

same medium

same everything…

randomization

300 ns, 50 Hz, 

1.8 kV/cm, 

0 to 2000 pulses

Survival at 20-21 hr

after nsPEF

by Presto Blue assay 

n = 12-20 

for each datapoint

(4-6 batches) 

x 

(38 treatments)

x 

(6 cell lines)

> 1,000 exposures

up to 80-fold

difference!

- potential for 
selective ablation
by nsPEF

- underlying 
mechanisms have yet 
to be identified

Gianulis EC, Labib C, Saulis 

G, Novickij V, Pakhomova 

ON, Pakhomov AG. 

Selective susceptibility to 

nanosecond pulsed electric 

field (nsPEF) across 

different human cell types. 

Cell Mol Life Sci. 2017 

74(9):1741-1754

Selective susceptibility to nsPEF 

a
b

c

d

a

b

b

2 mM Ca2+ physiol. solution

Hoechst (healthy cells), 
Yo-PRO-1 (permeabilized cells)
Propidium (killed cells)

CHO cells at 2 hr after 20p, 300 ns, 
20 Hz, 1.8 kV/cm

Electroporation of adherent 
cells on indium tin oxide 
(ITO)-coated glass coverslips



Cell killing by nsPEF: Take-home messages

➢ A combination of early (necrotic) and late (apoptotic) cell death

➢ Necrotic cell death is caused by: 
(a) Ca2+ overload and irreversible opening of large, Pr-permeable pores
(b) colloid-osmotic swelling until membrane rupture

➢ Blocking (a) and (b) shifts cell death towards apoptosis  

➢ nsPEF can be highly selective against certain cell types, at least in vitro
(>80-fold difference in LD50)

➢ Cancerous cells are not necessarily more susceptible than normal cells
nsPEF may be good for certain types of cancers but not for others

➢ Survival curves have 3 distinct regions:

initial resistance shoulder, log decline, and residual resistivity

➢ Mechanisms underlying different nsPEF susceptibility are not known 
It is not: cell size, nucleus size, metabolism level, or the extent of membrane  electroporation 



Complex physiological effects of nsPEF:
Formation of giant anodotropic blebs  (aka “pseudopod-like protrusions”, PLP)

U937;  60 ns, 11.4 kV/cm, 20Hz
from 28 s to 148 s

NaCl           136
KCl              5
MgCl2 4
HEPES        3
Glucose    10
Na-EGTA   2

anode

cathode U937-2 - 0mOsmSuc - Ca-free - 20Hz2400p-900V - P1C2-6.avi

U937-2 - 0MOSMSUC - CA-FREE - 20HZ2400P-900V - P1C2-5_C002T_1 cell.avi

U937 cells in the absence of external Ca2+



U937;  60 ns, 11.4 kV/cm, 20Hz
from 28 s to 148 s

PLPs are abolished by high sucrose outside

PLB growth is driven by 
the colloid-osmotic gradient

In contrast to typical blebs, formation and retraction
of PLBs involves actin cytoskeleton

and turned into typical, bubble-shaped blebs by cytochalasin D

U937;  60 ns, 11.4 kV/cm, 20Hz
from 28 s to 98 s

cytochalasin D ( 0.5 nM)180 mOsm/kg of sucrose instead of NaCl

U937_Calibration1_CytoD_0.5nM_60ns900V20Hz1200p-5.avi

U937-2 - 180mOsmSuc - Ca-free - 20Hz2400p-900V - P1C3-9.avi



phalloidin-rhodamin 28nM

phalloidin-rhodamin (28nM)
cytochalasin D ( 1 nM)

PLP shaping by formation of actin cytoskeleton

U937;  60 ns, 11.4 kV/cm, 20Hz
from 28 s to 148 s



nsPEF-stimulated directional (anodotropic) cell movement?

mechanism of PLB formation:

1. local membrane poration
2. water  uptake
3. local bulging 
4. actin diffusion into the bulge
5. actin polymerization into cytoskeleton 
6. bulge shaping by the cytoskeleton 

(sleeve-like or sausage-like shape) 
7. continued poration at the tip and bulge growing into a PLP
8. membrane resealing
9. PLB retraction by actin contraction 
10. resorption of the remaining bulge

--- overall, the process is similar to cell locomotion  
(but lacks adhesion)

--- nsPEF stimulation of naturally-mobile cells
(e.g., phagocytes) in a 3D environment may trigger
directional migration ???

Rassokhin and Pakhomov, J. Membr Biol 2012, 
epub ahead of print
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Different cells have VERY different sensitivity to nsPEF

- no artifacts identified

- no confounding factors noticed

- not related to cancer/non-cancer

mechanisms?

- cell size?

- nucleus size?

- metabolism rate?

- different physiology /morphology/ 

biochemistry? what exactly?

- different degree of electroporation 

or different recovery potential?

- are death pathways the same or 

different?

- will the different sensitivity be 

preserved with different electric 

field values and/or pulse 

durations?



Survival Curves

mean +/- s.e.

n = 12-20

(n=6 for adenocarcinoma) 



common features of survival curves



Stimulation and activation by nanosecond electric pulses

nsEP

cell membrane

disruption

(nanoporation)

stimulation

resealing, repair

cytosolic Ca2+   

other effects, ROS formation

necrotic death

apoptotic death

depolarization

intracellular poration

cytophysiological effects

small solutes 

uptake/loss

water uptake

complex

behavioral and 

physiological 

responses

1. Depolarization (local) of cell membrane by 20-50 mV, same as with 

conventional electrostimulation

- nsPEF is orders of magnitude shorter than the time it takes for the voltage sensor of VG 

channels to move – so, how can it happen?

- does membrane remain depolarized long after nsPEF? (also consider hyperpolarization at 

the opposite side)

2. Electroporation            lasting loss of resting excitation 

membrane potential 

(depolarization)

- repeated stimulation will cause increased damage and lasting depolarization

- pacing probably will not be possible

3. Non-conventional opening of VG channels

- poration/damage of the channel protein?

- opening of channel pore that does not involve voltage sensor? 

Excitation by opening voltage-gated (VG) channels – how can nsPEF do it?
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Work in progress

Excitation of cells (practically always with poration) vs excitation of peripheral nerves (practically never with poration)

neurons, 200 ns
HEK cells with Ca2+ channels (300 ns)
cardiomyocytes (200 and 800 ns)

cardiomyocytes 10 ns (?)
neurons 10 ns (?) 
cardiomyocytes 200 ns  (?)

Frog sciatic nerve:
- any pulse duration
- any number of pulses

10 ns, 8 kV (0.8 kV/cm)

100 Hz for 1 min = 6,000 pulses
… and again and again 
50,000 APs and still no damage

200 ms
1%

200 ms
1%

200 ms
1%

AP imaging 
with 
FluoVolt

Potential applications:  Uncountable!

defibrillation, neuropathy, Parkinson’s disease, 
sports medicine, pain relief, muscle training and 
rehabilitation, pain control, dementia, neuropathy, 
diagnosis and treatment of neuromuscular and 
psychiatric disorders… 83



Bipolar cancellation and CANCAN!

- Two pulses of the opposite polarity are less efficient than any one of these pulses
- Adding an opposite polarity phase to a unipolar nsEP reduces its bioeffects

E.C. Gianulis, M. Casciola, S. Xiao, O.N. Pakhomova, A.G. Pakhomov, 

Electropermeabilization by uni- or bipolar nanosecond electric pulses: The 

impact of extracellular conductivity, 

Bioelectrochemistry, 119 (2017) 10-19.

C. Merla, A.G. Pakhomov, I. Semenov, P.T. Vernier, Frequency spectrum of 

induced transmembrane potential and permeabilization efficacy of bipolar 

electric pulses, Biochim Biophys Acta, 1859 (2017) 1282-1290.

K.H. Schoenbach, A.G. Pakhomov, I. Semenov, S. Xiao, O.N. Pakhomova, 

B.L. Ibey, Ion transport into cells exposed to monopolar and bipolar 

nanosecond pulses, Bioelectrochemistry, 103 (2015) 44-51.

E.C. Gianulis, J. Lee, C. Jiang, S. Xiao, B.L. Ibey, A.G. Pakhomov, 

Electroporation of mammalian cells by nanosecond electric field oscillations 

and its inhibition by the electric field reversal,  Sci Rep, 5 (2015) 13818.

A.G. Pakhomov, I. Semenov, S. Xiao, O.N. Pakhomova, B. Gregory, 

K.H. Schoenbach, J.C. Ullery, H.T. Beier, S.R. Rajulapati, B.L. Ibey, 

Cancellation of cellular responses to nanoelectroporation by 

reversing the stimulus polarity, 

Cell Mol Life Sci, 71 (2014) 4431-4441.
1p 1p

300 ns

300+300 ns

A completely unexpected, counterintuitive - but (almost) universal phenomenon

Ca2+ transients 
in CHO cells

Pr uptake in cardiomyocytes

nsPEF (300 ns/phase)Action potential
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Why do we care about efficient bipolar cancellation:   

CANCAN-ES: electrostimulation by cancellation of bipolar cancellation

Superposition of two 

biologically-ineffective bipolar signals 

produces, at a distance, 

a biologically-effective unipolar signal

Remote stimulation utilizing 

pulsed RF transmitters (CANCAN-RF)

Targeted deep stimulation or 

electroporation from surface electrodes

- relies on the change in pulse shape, not the amplitude increase

Multidisciplinary University 
Research Initiative (MURI) grant

$7.5M, 5 years

“Nanoelectropulse-induced 
electromechanical signaling and 
control of biological systems”

Can we CANCAN? – yes, we can!
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Microvesicules and “Tentacles” 

so far seen in U937 and HL60 cells

- a special form of microvesiculation? 
(different from direct budding)

- actually, tentacles hold MVs pretty tight 
(and may even return them back to cell)

Mechanisms of formation and implications have not been studied

Same exposure, but in a medium with Ca2+:


